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Sherry shines at a Jazz music 
festival, Summer 2014
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Sherry’s self-titled debut recording has 
gained her international acclaim.

She’s only just begun 
Remarkable, unexpected, 

breathtaking...three words have been 
used to describe both the music 
career and instrumental stylings of 
Sherry Reeves.  Even before the 
release of her long-awaited debut 
album in the Summer of 2014, her 
musicianship caught the ear of music 
fans in her hometown of Birmingham, 
Alabama and earned her audiences 
alongside top Jazz industry artists 
such as Ben Tankard, Vincent Ingala, 
Johnathan Fritzen, Choko Aiken, and 
Kim Waters: all in the same year!  At 
the shows, listeners would flock to buy 

her pre-release CD’s to get even more 
of the sounds they heard on the stage 
that evening.  Since the album’s recent 
commercial release, Sherry would get 
email letters from as far away as 
England and Holland, telling her how 
great the album sounds--convincing 
validation for her hard work and skill.  


Musical influences 
Self-titled and self-released, 

Sherry’s debut album reflects a variety 
of musical motifs that evokes the 
flautists that influenced her to play 
Jazz flute today: mostly Bobbi 
Humphrey, Dave Valentin, and Hubert 
Laws.


Looking ahead 
Although things are just getting 

started for Sherry, she has a bright 
future as an artist, which includes 
more performances, bigger and bigger 
venues, media interviews and 
television appearances, and even a 
possible nomination for the upcoming 
57th Annual Grammy Awards in the 
category of Best Jazz Instrumental 
Album, for which her self-titled album 
is currently being considered.

Introducing: Sherry Reeves
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SHERRY REEVES	

The Album

The debut quickly 
appeals to a large 
audience with vast 
musical tastes. 

In Summer 2014, Sherry 
releases her full 13-track 
album on CD and in digital 
MP3 format with worldwide 
distribution.  Surprisingly, 
seasoned Jazz listeners and 
devotees of other genres 
alike agree that her 
compilation of songs is 
worth listening to again and 
again.  But how is this true?  
Sherry and her producer, 
Ken Powe wanted to make 

a recording that was 
impossible to judge by 
listening to just one track.  
The whole album is full of 
delightful musical surprises!  


The first release (also 
the very first track, “5 A.M.”) 
was accompanied by a 
music video of superb 
production value on 
YouTube that shows her 
hometown in a vivacious 
light, but the song itself is 
what caught people’s 
attention, making it #1 in 
popularity on iTunes.  

Richly 

orchestrated with silky 
synths and pulsing, 
grooving electronic beats, “5 
A.M.” was made to 
accentuate Sherry’s sultry 
flute stylings in a most 
original and unexpected 
way.  The overall effect is 
simply breathtaking! 


“I Wish I Was In Philly” 
gives a nod to old school 
70’s R&B when the 
Philadelphia sound was in 
vogue and ruled the soul 
music airwaves.  Covers 
such as “Love Ballad” and 
“Love Won’t Let Me Wait” 

further gives that nostalgic 
touch, but with a bit of 
retouch to make them fresh.  
But where would Jazz be 
today without the South of 
the Border sounds?  “Aqua 
Verde” is the Samba that 
gets into your soul.  Those 
who really get into 
Contemporary Jazz have 
raved about “Life on the Flip 
Side,” “Let’s Go for a Ride,” 
“Nightlife,” and “Must Be 
the Moonlight.”  This album 
is, without a doubt, “the 
complete package” for 
those who can appreciate 
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Live Shows	

Sherry becomes a fan favorite at concerts

Sherry’s artistry is most evident 
at her live shows, where she 
dazzles the audience with her 
distinctive improvisational style.  
She can be seen every Thursday 
night at LeVi’an Grill and Bar in 
Birmingham, Alabama, but she is 
frequently asked to perform 
concerts and play at festivals and 
live events around the city. 


It was Sherry’s captivating 
performances that earned her the 
respect of people across the music 
industry, even before the album was 
released.  In fact, at the 2014 New 
Orleans Jazz Festival, radio 

programmers, label executives, 
producers, and voting members of 
NARAS all wanted to hear more 
from this artist once they saw 
videos of her performances.


Sherry pours her heart and soul 
into each note, whether she is 
playing one of her original pieces or 
a familiar favorite.  Her shows are 
non-stop sonic excursions, 

transporting audiences 
into places of euphoria, 
nostalgia, and exotic 

moods.  Overall, people attending 
these shows are never 
disappointed.  Clearly, Sherry loves 
playing live most of all and that love 
is conveyed to her listeners with 
every breath, pitch, and flourish!  


Fans can keep track of every 
performance on her website: 
JazzySherryReeves.com.  
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Contact Info

Sherry Reeves is available for live show 
booking, interviews, and public 
appearances.

Phone: (770) 765-4864

SherryReevesJazz@charter.net

JazzySherryReeves.com

CD album is available for digital 
download on iTunes and CD Baby.
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